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in august 2017, the corporation bank announcedthat it was going to auction an amrapali office building in sector 62, noida, to recover its
dues; this led to further panic among investors and homebuyers. the bank action came on the back of the real estate major having failed to
provide as many as 27,000 housing units in greater noida for three years. the homebuyers also suspected that the group was siphoning off

money as the noida authority failed to recover around rs 3,100 crore in land dues from it. but if the queen is a fantasy, who is the king? he is
the next chapter in the amrapali tale, and here the film follows the path set by earlier epics, such as prabhat mukherjees romantic fable
kalbeliya, where the queen is a princess from the neighbouring kingdom, waiting for her prince. the film, like chauraya, opens with her

father, armed with a spear, leaving for war, and ends with her arrival at his court. some of the more picturesque events, such as amrapali
being abducted in an attack on her father s chariot, are, but the film has little time to linger on them. dutt does a fine job, striking the right
tone for the past, present and future, pulling off the emotional punches and delivering the requisite speeches. unlike the other great indian
romantic epic, vijayadas, this film has no magic, no illusions and only one romance. the rest of the movie is concerned with the relationship

between the two lovers. the film opens with a prayer asking the gods to allow the two to meet, which they do in a dream sequence. the
camera stays with the lovers, who converse with each other, make love and then run into an amorous scene. these scenes are intimate,

physical and sensual, with dutt and vyjayanthimala, in the manner of the indian classics, interacting with each other as equals, not as man
and woman, but as a couple. amrapali has no heroes or villains, just lovers whose love transcends their differences. the one weakness is
that there is little to distinguish it from other historical romances. there is no magic, no illusions, and the outcome of the lovers union is

depressingly predictable.
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